When anyone, anywhere, reaches out for help, I want the hand of AA always to be there, and for that I am responsible.
ALL meetings are NON-SMOKING.

MANY MEETINGS ARE NOT HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBLE
# = Not Accessible

AL-ANON 24 HR ANSWERING SERVICE – 223-322-9305

District 65 Meeting-(GSR Meeting)
1800 Oak St., Lebanon
Messiah Lutheran Church
3rd Thursday @ 5:30 pm

**LEGEND OF ABBREVIATIONS**

O = Open – Anyone may attend
C = Closed – Anyone with a desire to stop drinking
D = Discussion (OD=Open CD=Closed)
ST = Step/12 & 12 (OST=Open ST=Closed)
SP = Speaker BB = Big Book
W = Women’s M = Men’s
CC = Coffee Club L = Literature
LS = Living Sober Md = Meditation
H&I = Hospital/Institution Gp = Group

USE THE PHONE!
CALL SOMEONE FIRST!

This list is for (M/F)______________
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